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Building docker networks



Docker
Networking

Containers inside the docker need to
communicate over lot of different
networks.

DOCKER NETWORK

Docker has solutions for container-to-
container networks, & connecting to
existing networks and VLANs.

STRONG NETWORKING

Based on an open-source pluggable
architecture called the Container
Network Model (CNM).

CONTAINER NETWORK MODEL



Docker runs applications inside of containers, and these need to communicate over lots of
different networks. This means Docker needs strong networking capabilities.
 
Docker has solutions for container-to-container networks, as well as connecting to existing
networks and VLANs. The latter is important for containerized apps that need to
communicate with functions and services on external systems such as VM’s and physicals.
 
Docker networking is based on an open-source pluggable architecture called the Container
Network Model (CNM). libnetwork is Docker’s real-world implementation of the CNM, and it
provides all of Docker’s core networking capabilities. Drivers plug in to libnetwork to provide
specific network topologies.

Docker networking: deep dive



The Container Network Model (CNM)
libnetwork
Drivers

Docker networking comprises three major components:
 

1.
2.
3.

 
The CNM is the design specification. It outlines the fundamental building blocks of a Docker
network.
 
libnetwork is a real-world implementation of the CNM, and is used by Docker. It’s written in
Go, and implements the core components outlined in the CNM.
 
Drivers extend the model by implementing specific network topologies such as VXLAN-
based overlay networks.





Goals of Docker Networking



Sandboxes
Endpoints
Networks

Container Network Model (CNM)
 
The design guide for Docker networking is the CNM. It outlines the fundamental building
blocks of a Docker network. It defines three building blocks:
 

1.
2.
3.

 
A sandbox is an isolated network stack. It includes; Ethernet interfaces, ports, routing tables,
and DNS config.
 
Endpoints are virtual network interfaces (E.g. veth ). Like normal network interfaces, they’re
responsible for making connections. In the case of the CNM, it’s the job of the endpoint to
connect a sandbox to a network.



Networks are a software implementation of an 802.1d bridge (more commonly known as a
switch). As such, they group together, and isolate, a collection of endpoints that need to
communicate.



The atomic unit of scheduling in a Docker environment is the container, & as the name
suggests, the Container Network Model is all about providing networking to containers.

Container A has a single interface (endpoint) and is connected to Network A. Container B has
two interfaces (endpoints) and is connected to Network A and Network B. The containers
will be able to communicate because they are both connected to Network A. However, the
two endpoints in Container B cannot communicate with each other without the assistance
of a layer 3 router.



Remember that endpoints behave like regular network adapters, meaning they can only be
connected to a single network. Therefore, if a container needs connecting to multiple
networks, it will need multiple endpoints.
 
Now lets add a Docker host. Although Container A and Container B are still running on the
same host, their network stacks are completely isolated at the OS-level via the sandboxes.



Libnetwork
 
The CNM is the design doc, and libnetwork is the canonical implementation. It’s open-
source, written in Go, cross-platform (Linux and Windows), and used by Docker.
 
In the early days of Docker, all the networking code existed inside the daemon. This was a
nightmare — the daemon became bloated, and it didn’t follow the Unix principle of building
modular tools that can work on their own, but also be easily composed into other projects. 
 
As a result, it all got ripped out and refactored into an external library called libnetwork.
Now, all of the core Docker networking code lives in libnetwork .
 
It implements all three of the components defined in the CNM. It also implements native
service discovery, ingress-based container load balancing, & the network control plane and
management plane functionality.



Drivers
 
If libnetwork implements the control plane and management plane functions, then drivers
implement the data plane. For example, connectivity and isolation is all handled by drivers.
So is the actual creation of network objects. The relationship is shown:



Docker ships with several built-in drivers, known as native drivers or local drivers. On Linux
they include; bridge , overlay , and macvlan . On Windows they include; nat , overlay ,
transparent , and l2bridge.
 
3rd-parties can also write Docker network drivers. These are known as remote drivers, and
examples include calico , contiv , kuryr , and weave .
 
Each driver is in charge of the actual creation and management of all resources on the
networks it is responsible for. For example, an overlay network called “prod-fe-cuda” will be
owned and managed by the overlay driver. This means the overlay driver will be invoked for
the creation, management, and deletion of all resources on that network.
 
libnetwork allows multiple network drivers to be active at the same time. This means 
Docker environment can sport a wide range of heterogeneous networks.



Single-host tells us it only exists on a single Docker host and can only connect
containers that are on the same host.
Bridge tells us that it’s an implementation of an 802.1d bridge (layer 2 switch).

Simplest type of Docker network is the single-host bridge network. 
 

1.

2.
 
Docker on Linux creates single-host bridge networks with the built-in bridge driver, whereas
Docker on Windows creates them using the built-in nat driver. For all intents and purposes,
they work the same.

Single host bridge network



Here we have two Docker hosts with identical local bridge networks called “mynet”. Even
though the networks are identical, they are independent isolated networks. This means the
containers in the picture cannot communicate directly because they are on different
networks.

Every Docker host gets a default single-host bridge network. On Linux it’s called “bridge”, &
on Windows it’s called “nat”. By default, this is the network that all new containers will
attach to unless you override it on the command line with the --network flag.



docker network inspect command can be used to get great information about network

docker network ls can be used to view network



The default “bridge” network, on all Linux-based Docker hosts, maps to an underlying Linux
bridge in the kernel called “docker0”. We can see this from the output of docker network
inspect .



The relationship between Docker’s default “bridge” network and the “docker0” bridge in the
Linux kernel is shown.



Now extend the learning by adding containers at the top that plug into the “bridge” network.
The “bridge” network maps to the “docker0” Linux bridge in the host’s kernel, which can be
mapped back to an Ethernet interface on the host via port mappings.



Now use the docker network create command to create a new single-host bridge network
called “localnet”.
 
# docker network create -d bridge localnet



Now use the Linux brctl tool to look at the Linux bridges currently on the system. You may
have to manually install the brctl binary. 
 
# yum install brctl-utils



The output shows two bridges. The first line is the “docker0” bridge that we already know
about. This relates to the default “bridge” network in Docker. The second bridge (br-5943c..)
relates to the new localnet Docker bridge network. Neither of them have spanning tree
enabled, and neither have any devices connected ( interfaces column). At this point, the
bridge configuration on the host looks like:

"br=594c.."



Now create a new container and attach it to the new localnet bridge network.
 
# docker container run -d --name=mybox --network localnet alpine sleep 1d
 
This container will now be on the localnet network. Confirm this with a docker network
inspect localnet



If we run the Linux brctl show command again, we’ll see mybox interface attached to the br-
5943c... bridge.

mybox



If we add another new container to the same network, it should be able to ping the “mybox”
container by name. This is because all new containers are registered with the embedded
Docker DNS service so can resolve the names of all other containers on the same network.



Port mappings
 
Port mappings let you map a container port to a port on the Docker host. Any traffic hitting
the Docker host on the configured port will be directed to the container.



Application running in the container is operating on port 80. This is mapped to port 5000 on
the host’s 10.0.0.15 interface. The end result is all traffic hitting the host on 10.0.0.15:5000
being redirected to the container on port 80.
 
Run a new web server container and map port 80 on the container to port 5000 on the
Docker host.



Test the configuration by pointing a web browser to port 5000 on the Docker host.



Mapping ports like this works, but it’s clunky and doesn’t scale. For example, only a single
container can bind to any port on the host. This means no other containers will be able to
use port 5000 on the host we’re running the APACHE container on.
 
This is one of the reason’s that single-host bridge networks are only useful for local 
development and very small applications.



The ability to connect containerized apps to external systems and physical networks is vital.
A common example is a partially containerized app, it will need a way to communicate with
the non-containerized parts still running on existing physical networks and VLANs.
 
The built-in MACVLAN driver was created with this in mind. It makes containers talk on the
existing physical networks by giving each one its own MAC and IP addresses.

Connecting to existing networks



VLAN 100: 10.0.0.0/24
VLAN 200: 192.168.3.0/24

MACVLAN performance is good as it doesn’t require port mappings or additional bridges —
you connect the container interface through to the hosts interface (or a sub-interface).
 
However, on the negative side, it requires the host NIC to be in promiscuous mode, which
isn’t allowed on most public cloud platforms. So MACVLAN is great for your corporate data
center networks, but it won’t work in the public cloud.
 
Assume we have an existing physical network with two VLANS:
 



Now if we add a Docker host and connect it to the network.



Subnet info
Gateway
Range of IP’s it can assign to containers
Which interface or sub-interface on the host to use

We then have a requirement for a container (app service) to be plumbed into VLAN 100. To
do this, we create a new Docker network with the macvlan driver. However, the macvlan
driver needs us to tell it a few things about the network we’re going to associate it with.
Things like:
 

 
So lets create a new MACVLAN network called “macvlan100” that will connect containers to
VLAN 100.



This will create the “macvlan100” network and the enp0s3.100 sub-interface. The config now
looks like this.
 
Most cloud providers block macvlan networking. You may need physical access to your
networking equipment.



MACVLAN uses standard Linux sub-interfaces, and you have to tag them with the ID of the
VLAN they will connect to. In this example we’re connecting to VLAN 100, so we tag the sub-
interface with .100 ( enp0s3.100 ).



Now let’s deploy one container with the following command.



“myboxmac” container will be able to ping and communicate with any other systems on
VLAN 100.



At this point, we’ve got a MACVLAN network and used it to connect a new container to an
existing VLAN.
 
The Docker MACVLAN driver supports VLAN trunking. This means we can create multiple
MACVLAN networks and connect containers on the same Docker host.



WHAT WE LEARNED

Docker networking and defines the three major constructs that are used to build
Docker networks — sandboxes, endpoints, and networks.
 
libnetwork is the open-source library, written in Go, that implements the CNM.
 
Single-host bridge networks are the most basic type of Docker network and are suitable
for local development and very small applications. They do not scale, and they require
port mappings if you want to publish your services outside of the network.
 
The macvlan driver ( transparent on Windows) allows you to connect containers to
existing physical networks and VLANs by giving them their own MAC and IP addresses.
Unfortunately, they require promiscuous on the host NIC, meaning they won’t work in
the public cloud.


